If the substitution is applied at the character `0` or `1`, this word will be treated as a transposition.

For the 12th words, the cost between `wonder` and `wondre` is from one transposition costs. The costs between `wonder` and `wondre` are 1, which is a near-substitution cost, guided by the 1st substitution rule.

For the 6th word, the cost between `angre` and `anger` is from one far-substitution costs. The costs between `angre` and `anger` are 2, which is a near-substitution cost, guided by the 5th substitution rule.

For the 3rd word, the minimum edit distance between `angel` and its suggestions (e.g. `angel`) is 0, which is a substitution cost, guided by the 1st substitution rule.

For the 7th word and 8th word, seem to be similar. But the cost of 7th word is from one far-substitution costs. The cost between `angel` and `angle` are 2, which is from two deletion costs. The cost between `angle` and `angel` are 1, which is a substitution cost, guided by the 1st substitution rule.
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